BAD RABBIT

Zero-day Attack, Zero Business Impact
continuous security monitoring & protection
While currently the world is focusing on how to prevent Bad

Rabbit attack through common reactive approaches

such as blocking IOC's and constantly searching for any latest indicators, the users of deep (i) Security Suite are
rest assured that critical information and systems are already protected from such attacks. Thanks to the
state-of-the-art Managed Endpoint Protection Service offered by Innovative Solutions (IS), zero day attacks and
compromises of such nature are seamlessly prevented every time.

Our team of security consultants and analysts are constantly ensuring that all your endpoints are protected through advanced
application whitelisting solution to prevent new malicious or unauthorized ﬁles from executing in your environment even if the
credentials have already been stolen and attackers have gained access to the machine.

Looking closely at the attack analysis, it can be observed that Bad Rabbit requires the victim to actively execute the malicious
ﬁle after downloading. The attack cannot proceed until the malicious ﬁle is executed in some way or the other. With deep (i) Managed Endpoint Protection Service, we ensure that strict policies are applied to forbid any unknown ﬁle to be executed
that preventing the attack in initial stages.

Targeted attacks using Spear Phishing is becoming a common trend nowadays where attackers send a targeted email to a
speciﬁc organization. Once the link or attachment in the email has been executed, the new malware start to harvest
credentials or compromise a machine. With deep (i) - Managed Endpoint Protection Service, we ensure that even if
accounts are compromised or attackers have access to a machine in your environment, they are unable to execute any
malicious programs/ﬁles thus leading to effective prevention of potential security incidents.

IS also constantly monitors its client infrastructure through deep (i) - Managed Monitoring Service coupled with Threat
Intelligence feeds that are consistently updated to ensure that all network trafﬁc is matched with any latest Indicators of
Compromise (IOC) and alarms are generated if any malicious actor is detected. Coupled with tight Infrastructure monitoring
and Endpoint Protection through actionable intelligence, clients can now focus on their core business while being protected.
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